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Object: Out come of surgical treatment for proximal long segment post intubation tracheal stenosis

Dr Reza Bagheri et al.

Thank you for consideration of our manuscript for publication in your journal.
We have reviewed the above manuscript according to your reviewer’s comments.

1- Excision borders were removed

2- Methods (page 3) ethical approval was added in the methods section including the name of body which gave approval (Ethical approval center of Mashhad University of medical sciences) and the reference number
GRANT support for the research. Vice presidency of Mashhad university of medical sciences Trial registration number for randomised clinical trials: "891016" accepted by local ethics committee of Mashhad University of Medical Sciences

3- Competing interests (page 9) Competing interests were included

4- Authors contributions (page 10): Authors contributions section was included.

5- ( page 12) Figure legend section header was included.